7 October 1964
Things have clearly taken a turn for the better, not from the
ordinary point of view but from the higher. Yet the material
consequences are still there — all the difﬁculties are as though
aggravated. Only, the power of the consciousness is greater —
clearer, more precise, and also the action upon those who are
of good will; they make quite considerable progress. But the
material difﬁculties are as though aggravated, that is to say, it
is... to see if we can stand the test!
It is like that.
It isn’t long (since yesterday), something has cleared in the
atmosphere. But the way is still long — long, long. I feel it is very
long. One must last — hold on, above all, that is the impression
— one must have endurance. These are the two absolutely indispensable things: endurance, and a faith that nothing can shake,
even an apparently complete negation, even if you suffer, even
if you are miserable (I mean to say, in the body), even if you are
tired — to last. To hold on and to last — to endure. That is it.
But according to what I have been told, I mean by people
who listen to the radio, read newspapers (all the things that
I do not do), the whole world seems to be undergoing an
action... which for the moment is upsetting. It seems that the
number of the “apparently mad” is increasing considerably. In
America, for example, the entire youth seems to have taken up
with a sort of curious brain-wave which would be disquieting
for reasonable people, but which is certainly an indication that
an unusual force is at work. It is the breaking up of all habits
and all rules — it is good. For the moment, it is rather “strange”,
but it is necessary.
The true attitude, at present, is it not to try to be as
transparent as possible?
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